FR SCIENCE
In Your Lab

Featuring Workrite’s
NFPA 2112-Certified FR Lab Coats

Workrite’s expanded line of Nomex®III A flame-resistant (FR) lab coats provides the same safety and comfort in the lab as our other FR lines provide in the field.

Workrite’s lab coats represent our continued efforts in bringing the forefront of FR technology and trends to your workplace, designed to protect every employee—without hindering their work.

Made with lightweight Nomex®III A fabric, these coats can be worn comfortably over normal clothes. Key features include multiple pockets for ample storage and front closures from above the knee to the neck for maximum coverage. We are also the only FR clothing manufacturer to offer a lab coat specifically designed for women, so each fit is just right.

Lab Coat

Style 350NX-60 / Nomex®III A / 6 oz.

COLORS: Navy, Red, Royal

Lay-down collar

Finished cuffs

Pass-throughs to inner clothing

Five-button closure and four chevron pockets

Workritefr.com
Women's Lab Coat
Style 351NX-60 / Nomex® IIIA / 6 oz.
- Concealed snap front closure
- Lay-down collar with snap
- Three pockets and pass-throughs to inner clothing
- Fitted back, with mid-back belt for tapered fit

4-Pocket Lab Coat
Style 352NX-60 / Nomex® IIIA / 6 oz.
- Four chevron pockets
- Concealed snap front closure
- Seamed back for fit
- Pass-throughs to inner clothing

Protected by WORKRITE'S ONE-YEAR WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEE
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DuPont™
Garments of DuPont™ Nomex® IIIA brand fiber offer superior durability and provide permanent flame resistance.